The North End Urban Village

NEUV is an urban sustainability leader inspiring innovation, pride and progress towards greater ecological integrity, liveability, economic feasibility and community cohesion.
The methodology is simple; put people first at the beginning of the design process and create the spaces and frame with buildings to create a vision for urban life in Leeds.
BUILDING STOCK

Before Condition

Demolition

After Condition
• Good quality, eco-friendly; every home to encourage sustainable living

• Affordable homes for different income bands; variety of stock terraced, (semi) detached and apartments

• Home Quality Mark (HQM) – Index part of the BREEAM family to demonstrate the difference of them in the market place
• **Open spaces** from the local to the civic – anatomy of a **connected** network

• Create a **network** of green **infrastructure** though legible system of streets, paths, urban spaces and parks
CONNECTIVITY THROUGH TRANSPORT INTEGRATION

• Designed to be pedestrian and cycle friendly, concept reduces vehicle intensity towards the city centre

• City Boulevard road widths – street design

• Shared surfaces and active crossings make the village pedestrian friendly
AMENITIES

- Primary School
- Theatre
- Leisure Centre
- Community Centre
- Workshops
- Allotments
- Cafes and Deli’s
• Civil society community building activities.

• Raising the attention of communal led schemes.

• Elements of bottom-up approach to reinforce community spirit.

• Impetus of engagement provides the urban village with a legitimate voice.

• Next stage of decentralisation in regards to Neighbourhood Planning.

• E.g. Incredible Edible schemes